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1 . 0

Digital Disruption:

As seen through a category lens

We estimate some $2tn of revenue is at risk over the
next five years if marketers fail to address expected
disruption in their use of digital, data, and technology.
This is the second article in our series on ‘digital disruptors’. In our first article
(which can be downloaded here), we outlined:
•

What is a ‘digital disruptor’?

•

What are the driving factors behind digital disruptors?

•

How can you better identify and prepare for future ‘digital disruptors’?

Using our ‘Digital Disruptor’ Framework (details in appendix), we identified ten
disruptors marketers should address due to their impact and urgency to act.
However, not all brands face the same level of disruption from all disruptors.
Their consumer base, category vertical, competitive landscape and growth
priorities all affect which disruptors they should address, when and how.
In this article, we will look at nuance that should decide disruptor prioritisation,
and demonstrate through the lens of two industries: CPG & Entertainment.
We will then break down the steps brands can take to address disruption;
how to assess impact, build a transformation roadmap and action plan.
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1.1

Revisiting our Digital
Disruption Model
In our first article, we outlined the two broad drivers of digital disruption for brands :
•

Technological
Advancement
The growth of new technologies used by
businesses and the wider Populus

•
•

•

Consumer &
Societal Change
Factors driven by external forces, often
beyond the control of businesses

•
•
•

Owned Technology – Product
development, purchase process and
supply and fulfilment.
Customer Engagement Platforms –
Marketing, customer service, research,
purchase and brand experience
Impact of 3rd Party Technology – Ripple
effects of external parties (e.g., Amazon
launching a digital grocery business that
fulfils orders in under 24 hours).

Laws and Legislation – e.g. the growing
impact of privacy laws
Cultural and Political – The impact of the
political leanings of certain companies
and/or leadership.
Industry – Changes in processes, supply
chain, industry innovation
Economic Factors– e.g. inflation, recession,
conflict, Acts of God

These two categories are not always independent of each other. Disruptors that
fall into both areas tend to have the greatest (and quickest) impact. Therefore,
we categorised some disruptors as ‘Prioritise’ and others as ‘Plan’ and ‘Prepare’
where brand impact isn’t clear, or consumer adoption is not high.
However, due to category or real-world environments, some disruptors may need
to be addressed with a higher urgency than others.
A good example of this is the situation the world faced during the Pandemic. With
the forced closure of physical retail, many brands in sectors such as CPG, Luxury
and Automotive, who had a physical retail experience integral to the purchase
journey, had to ‘pivot to eCommerce’ at pace. Consumer and social change
forced this disruptor from being a ‘Priority’ to being an ‘Urgent Priority’.
The Pandemic is a (hopeful) black swan event, but it did show that brands in
certain categories didn’t prepare properly for disruption. eCommerce was not
considered to have a high impact on certain categories, and therefore not acted
upon (e.g., only 5% of UK Groceries were bought online pre-pandemic1). Though
widely identified as a potential future disruptor due to tech advancement and
consumer adoption, no significant steps to address had been taken by brands.

Every brand’s situation is different, but we believe the best way to identify and
prioritise disruptors is to look at them through their impact on business growth
factors, and these are typically common at a category level.
1. Office of National Statistics, Feb. 20, “Retail sales, Great Britain: February 2021”
https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/bulletins/retailsales/february2021
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1.2

Nuances That Drive
Disruptor Prioritisation
While many factors impact business growth, we have identified three common
nuances cross-category that effect the urgency in which marketers need to
organise, collaborate and tackle growth challenges today and in the future:

1. Consumer Relationship:
•

What type of relationship does the consumer have with the product/service?

•

Is the product/service fulfilling a customer's need or a desire?

•

How important is a direct relationship with the consumer key for sales?

2. Purchase Journey:
•

How and where is the product is sold? Is it sold direct, or via a third party?

•

What is the consumer purchase journey? Is it simple or multi-touchpoint?

•

Is the transaction typically happening in-store or online?

3. Creativity & Brand Experience:
•

What type of experience does the product/service evoke? Is ‘digital’ key?

•

Is the creative ‘the product’ itself (e.g., a trailer for a film) and therefore greater
emphasis must be placed on the creative experience?

•

Is ‘cut-through’ innovation more important due to category competitiveness?

Brands should also consider brand and category-specific priorities when applying
these questions e.g., Has the brand identified brand-specific priorities for business
growth (e.g., a need to focus on sustainability for brand positioning)? What is the
market landscape and competitive set, and how innovative are they?
Some disruptors may impact multiple business growth factors, or there may be
multiple disruptors that impact a single growth factor. Prioritisation requires a
combination of looking at where business growth is driven and how much the
disruptor (or disruptors) impact it. How the disruptors interplay with business growth
factors helps to determine prioritisation for brands.
To demonstrate how best to approach disruption concerning category nuance,
we have analysed two major and vastly different industries - Consumer Packaged
Goods (CPG) and Entertainment – and how our Digital Disruption Framework can
be used to help brands identify and address disruption.
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2 . 0

Addressing
Digital
Disruption
by Category

2 . 1

Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
2.1.1 How do disruptors impact CPG?
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) are items used daily by
your typical consumer; they require routine replacement, such
as food or household products. CPG is a vast industry, both in
the variety of the products and the brands within. Due to the
typically lower-priced nature of the products, and the highly
competitive nature of the industry, profit margins on products
is low. As a result, navigating digital disruption can be
complex as tolerance of risk is often very low – investment
must be justified, and experimentation is limited.
Digital disruption in the CPG industry is often driven by external
factors: changes in consumer behaviour, impact of
government legislation, market forces (e.g. rising supply chain
costs) or innovation in the grocery sector. CPG products are
usually sold via a retailer as opposed to direct. To reach a
broad audience, typically don’t have or use a lot of first-party
data, instead of relying on mass marketing or segments
supported by 2nd (retailer) or 3rd (market) party insights.

For CPG, the Disruption Framework (above) has been
adjusted to prioritise disruptors that have a higher impact on
the purchase journey and external factors beyond CPG
brand's control, as well as the lack of control of the customer
relationship.
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2.1.2 What Disruptors need greater priority for CPG?
Retail to eCommerce Growth
The pandemic has been game-changing for CPG brands.
Demand for certain products has risen along with a shift in
channel demands from retailers, and a more omnichannel
approach that meets direct-to-consumer demands.
Traditionally, CPG has had a higher physical to digital ratio of
purchasing than other categories - around a 10:1 ratio even in
advanced markets like the US and UK1. This is largely down to
a poor digital buying experience when compared to physical
stores. There are additional challenges around delivery speed
and the need for CPG products to be available when the
consumer needs them vs 24 hours later.

Above: Daily downloads of Grocery Delivery Apps (US) during the first month
of the Pandemic (Source: Apptopia Mobile Data, March 2020)

However, the retail sector has caught up. Through the
improvement in shopping experiences (saving preferences,
UX improvements, lower cost/faster delivery) and the
introduction of on-demand offerings such as UberEats, Gorillas
and Instacart; demand for CPG via digital channels has
continued to grow. Changes in lifestyle and work/life balance
have contributed to this change continuing long-term.
We had previously categorised Retail to eCommerce Growth
as ‘Prioritise’ across all categories as it is a common consumer
behaviour with high technological adoption. However, the
shift to eCommerce has become more important for CPG
given the higher levels of adoption during the pandemic.

1. Office of National Statistics, Nov 21, “Retail sales, Great Britain: November 2021”
https://ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/bulletins/retailsales/november2021
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2.1.2 What Disruptors need greater priority for CPG?
Actionable and Shoppable Video Ads
Shoppable Video Ads go hand-in-hand with the growth of
digital as a sales channel for consumers. As brands look to
close the gap between interest, demand and purchase;
shoppable video ads are increasingly prevalent in CPG.
Creative technology development companies like Adimo
help brands accelerate the commerce experience online,
showcasing products, price points, features and benefits. We
have also seen the rise of native solutions from Google, Meta
and TikTok, integrating shoppable features into video content.
The current challenge for shoppable video ads is integration
with 3rd party retailers. Until more retailers can integrate their
back-end technology (add to basket/purchase, reporting
data), shoppable video ads will not fulfil their full potential.
We expect that with emerging new commerce media
opportunities such as Walmart/Trade Desk integration, and
the evolution of end-to-end commerce solutions like Amazon
Ads, shoppable advertising will improve in quality, tech cost
will decrease, and audiences will increase format familiarity.

Above: Examples of TikTok’s native shoppable video direct content
integrations with eCommerce platform Shopify

Many CPG brands are prioritising areas like the Metaverse
over investigating shoppable video ads. If you don’t have a
functional and scaled technology solution connected to the
purchase journey, then future Metaverse initiatives such as
Direct-to-Avatar (D2A) purchasing will be unachievable. There
is little value investing in new brand and commerce
experiences without the fundamentals in place. Shoppable
video is a great first step into interactive commerce creative.
CPG brands need to build the right foundations with end-toend commerce, by building connected experiences and
understanding how ‘upstream’ advertising relates to
downstream conversion. For that reason, we have moved
Shoppable Video ads for CPG from ‘Plan’ to ‘Prioritise'.
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2.1.2 What Disruptors need greater priority for CPG?
Consumer First Privacy Driven Marketing
CPG companies historically do not regularly collect 1st party
data from their customers. They typically rely on 2nd and 3rd
party data for targeting and personalisation. This is by design,
based on the distribution model through retailers .
However, with the impending demise of the 3rd party cookie
combined with more direct online sales demand from
consumers, CPG marketers should adapt their brand
experience through other means such as using 1st party data
or zero-party data (data that a customer intentionally shares
with a brand) to craft relevant creative experiences.
There is an increasing opportunity to utilise retailer data via
commerce media, but this may only exist within the retailer’s
platform, or drive to purchase on the retailer’s channel (e.g.
Target’s ‘closed loop’ offering Roundel). However, despite not
being able to readily capture 1st party data, there is potential
to use this data to understand consumer buying habits or
merge datasets by way of a clean room.
For CPG brands to improve their approach to 1st party data,
they may require changes to the technology stack such as
the implementation of CDPs and CMPs to manage and
bridge the data story to the customer experience in a private
and compliant manner (see section below).
Sustainable and Scalable MAD Tech Architecture Solutions
In Part 1, we discussed the need for brands to prepare to shift
to more Sustainable and Scalable MAD Tech Architecture
Solutions. CPG companies increasingly require this tech for
both products (packaging, distribution, sales) and planning
(customer segments, personalised marketing & promotions).

As distribution channels change for consumer product
manufacturers and pivot to more digital-first channels, so does
the business supply and sales chain system. Tech that enables
a seamless connection between suppliers and distributors
and/or distribution methods (shipping direct to customers),
such as Salesforce, is vital to ensure data on supply, shipping
and sales are being passed back effectively and efficiently.
We categorised Consumer First Privacy Driven Marketing as a
key priority for all categories, and CPG is no exception.
However, where other categories may look to adapt their 1st
party data strategies, CPG may need a complete rethink
about the value 1st party data provides, the cost of obtaining
it, how best to store it and how to best utilise it.
'.
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2 . 0

Addressing
Digital
Disruption
by Category

2 . 2

Entertainment
2.2.1 How do disruptors impact Entertainment?
The entertainment industry includes any business that
generates value by providing consumers with something to do
or watch such as film, music, media, sports, attractions,
cultural events, performance arts, and video games .
Entertainment has unique challenges. Unlike CPG (which is
typically rooted in fulfilling consumer needs), entertainment is
shaped on creating experiences and meeting consumer
desires; things that are far less tangible and rely heavily on the
creativity and experience of the product or service.
The relationship with the consumer differs, and can vary from
product to product; think of the gap from a film trailer
dropping to buying the ‘ticket’, and how this changes
between theatres, TV or SVOD in terms of the purchase
experience, purchase lead time and after ‘sales’ experience.
Indeed the ‘brand’ being sold is often in flux - a new launch
under a familiar brand (such as the Bond franchise) will have
different challenges to launching something entirely new.

Based on a dramatic shift in how entertainment products are
purchased and consumed, changes in work/life balance
resulting from the pandemic and the need to move at an
innovative pace creatively, we have adjusted the Framework
(above) to prioritise disruptors that have a higher impact on
consumer desires and creativity in messaging.
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2.2.2 What Disruptors need greater priority for Entertainment?
Consumer First Privacy Driven Marketing
Entertainment is transitioning from being passive to personal –
moving away from consumption happening on the big screen
(theatre), and increasingly towards the small screen (TVs and
personal devices). This is partially driven by the changes in
work/life balance that occurred during the pandemic when
consumption shifted to digital places and spaces.

Above: Non-Digital vs. Digital Revenue in Entertainment & Media (Source:
PwC Global Entertainment & Media Outlook 2021-2025)

Entertainment platforms such as Netflix and Spotify have gone
beyond mere streaming to actively curating content
experiences for each user based on their past consumption.
Consumers have become accustomed to these personalised
experiences, and it is now considered to be the norm; a new
standard by which all media and entertainment will be
measured. These consumer insights are imperative to
understanding and driving the relationship forward.
Entertainment companies traditionally may have relied on
mass media and/or 3rd party data insights to target
consumers and inform their marketing. However, with a
change in consumer expectations (the curated experience)
coupled with the rise in new compliance measures, 3rd party
data can be poor predictors for affinity or interest.
The best way to deliver unique content experiences that
customers have come to expect is through 1st party data.
Understanding the ever-changing consumer expectations
and where the next opportunity will come from is critical.
Consumer First Privacy Driven Marketing is a priority for all
brands, but for entertainment this is a top priority. Without the
proper Consumer First Privacy Driven Marketing Strategies and
Platforms (CDPs) to connect, manage and provide these
insights, developing a successful marketing or entertainment
product strategy is limited, thus hindering potential growth1.
1. Tealium, “2022 State of the CDP”
https://tealium.com/resource/whitepaper/2022-state-of-the-cdp-report/
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2.2.2 What Disruptors need greater priority for Entertainment?
Connected Metaverse and Virtual Influencers
Entertainment is one of the most competitive industries when it
comes to delivering innovative ways to connect with
consumers. Therefore it is critical for entertainment brands to
plan ahead for disruptors such as the Metaverse that may
radically impact creativity and brand experience.
Entertainment brands have already taken steps into the
Metaverse. Playing within MMOs or virtual worlds is already the
norm. Entertainment as a category is typically one of the
earliest adopters of new disruptors. In 2020, Tenet was the first
film to launch its trailer on Fortnite. Rather than bending to the
challenge of launching a trailer when theatres were closed.
Warner Brothers took advantage of new opportunity and
benefited from Fortnite's high levels of audience
engagement. Netflix CEO Reed Hastings recently told
investors that he considers Fortnite to be a competitor; “We
compete with (and lose to) Fortnite more than HBO”.
For most industries, we would consider ‘Postponing’ the
Connected Metaverse, but for Entertainment we would
recommend they ‘Plan’. We do not think every brand needs
to be in the Metaverse, but it is important to have an
approach to how and when to start to test and explore.
Sustainable and Scalable MAD Tech Architecture Solutions
Entertainment brands should leverage tech that provides
robust data analytics and real-time content management in
order to deliver the personalised experiences for audiences.
Data collection and analytics enable companies to obtain
consumer insights across many channels and devices. This
real-time use of data analytics is particularly important as
media organisations no longer only provide content, but full
experiential services built around that content.
New digital processes are changing how entertainment
media is created, distributed and monetised. Traditionally, the
entertainment media industry focused on creating content
and optimising distribution, but today many companies are
automating; digitising catalogues and inventories, launching
new rights management systems and writing algorithms to
create content. Leveraging relevant technology in this area
will be important to build into their MAD Tech architecture1.
For Entertainment, Sustainable & Scalable Tech is a ‘Prepare’,
but more advanced, particularly in regards to streaming.
Brands need to stay ahead of changing data legislation and
audience behaviour; and find fit for purpose solutions.
1. World Economic Forum, “Four digital trends reshaping the media industry”
https://reports.weforum.org/digital-transformation/digital-trends-in-the-media-industry/
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Our Digital Disruption framework is a great springboard
for brands to explore which disruptors to focus on.
However, if brands are going to future-ready their
business, they should take a consultancy-driven
approach to dealing with disruption.
When working with brands to address disruptors, we
typically approach in three phases:
1. Identify & Prioritise the Primary Disruptors to Specific
Brands & Industries
•

Empirical research: interviews, questionnaires, and
desk research to understand more about the pain
points and opportunities. By then aligning to the
brand’s overarching strategic goals, vision, and
approach, we assess how they may be impacted by
future disruptive forces and in what way.

2. Create a Roadmap & Action Plan to Address Digital
Disruption, and turn into a Competitive Advantage
•

•

Prioritise the disruptors that will have the greatest
impact (or opportunity to address the business). Map
the actions needed to address the disruption and
the tests to validate the approach selected.
For future disruptors, build an approach that allows
the business to understand more about the potential
impact. This means that when they are more
critical/scaled, the business can find an appropriate
solution quickly.

3. Enable Teams to Scale Actionable Results
•

Create documentation (process, method, use case)
that leave brands, or the agency that is activating
marketing, with direct guidance on how to address
these disruptors now, next, and a view to the future,
supporting with specialist skillsets as required.

3 . 0

Where
Should
Brands Start?
3.1 Addressing impact, opportunity and
building a roadmap for change

Although we can give good steer on what
Digital Disruptors should be prioritised by
category due to broader consumer behaviour
and the impact of technology; the reality is
that every brand is at differing levels of
advancement. Brands have different internal
priorities and long-term visions for their business.
That’s why it’s critical to look at digital
transformation not through an industry lens but
to address each brand individually. Then build
a roadmap for transformation designed to
address brand specific issues, with solutions
designed for certain organisational structures,
internal cultures, and available budgets.
All our digital disruptors have some
technological component. Technology
evolves quickly, so it is important to address
change not on a tech-by-tech basis, but
instead by understanding the reasons for
disruption, the impact on the business and
mitigate risk by not tying to a single solve, but
rather ongoing exploration and optimisation.
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3.2 How Blink Consulting puts that into practice
3.2.1 Entertainment Company
Business Challenge
Client was undergoing internal transformation, having recently been
acquired and moving from a local to a regional marketing structure. We
needed to address a disconnect in operations, technology and ways of
working, but they were also facing competition from a ‘digital first’ and
innovative competitor set with competitive price points and lean structures.
Blink Consulting Solution
We worked with the client and MediaCom teams to understand how client
was currently operating – their approach to planning, data and tech, and
structure – to find areas of success, difficulty, and efficiency opportunity.
This allowed us to hone the focus for transformation, enabling them to move
at the pace of their competitors. Recommended changes included
hubbing for efficiency, automation in activation, consolidated data and
reporting and innovation programme as part of a two-year plan.
Value Delivered
The roadmap created alignment across disparate local markets operations,
and prioritised areas of transformation such as structural changes and one
approach to tools, technology and reporting, which had low cost but high
impact to the client’s operational efficiency.
3.2.2 Telecommunications Company
Business Challenge
The client had a complex and fragmented tech stack that was not fit for
personalisation. Larger global players such as Oracle and Salesforce had
limited capability in their home market; low data scale and a poor match
rate. To deliver on an ambition of activation personalisation, we knew we
had to optimise the client’s internal approach to tech but also show how
that tech could be deployed to improve creative in activation.
Blink Consulting Solution
With a heavy dependence on Google for activation, we worked to
optimise their tech stack around the GMP platform. We designed an entire
tech ecosystem for client; with a focus on leveraging their large database
of Customer CRM for personalisation.
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We extended the GMP-focused personalisation approach with the addition
of AI/Prediction tech such as Scibids to better address the need to
personalise media and messaging at scale. We also designed a series of
media tests to validate the tech rollout, and then make further
improvements with ongoing campaigns
Value Delivered

The first test delivered an 18% improvement in CPM rate, and a 26%
improvement in CPA. A 35% improvement in subsequent campaign
effectiveness was achieved with ongoing tech stack optimisation.
3.2.3 Consumer First Privacy Driven Marketing Future Readiness
Business Challenge
As outlined in our first piece on Digital Disruption, consumer first privacy &
data driven marketing is currently at risk due to changes in legislation and
actions by big tech to phase out third party cookies. This impacts all
advertisers, particularly those that are heavily reliant on the activation and
insights from of 3rd party data.
Blink Consulting Solution
Using a auditing tool developed in-house, we are able to provide brands
with a benchmark of their current reliance on and risk from 3 rd party cookie
deprecation versus both their industry and broader market, and from that
map a set of priority initiatives to mitigate the risk presented by 3 rd party
cookie deprecation.
This allows us to develop a business case for transformation, client specific
roadmap and action plan to future ready their marketing organisation for
the challenges of 3rd party cookie deprecation.
Value Delivered
By understanding the client’s current approach to their consumer data
collection/centralisation, their technology integration/collaboration and
how they analyse and automate, we can develop a consumer first privacy
driven marketing strategy that can be adapted as new tech and
opportunities emerge.
For one client, we have been able to find alternative consumer ID solutions
that have delivered up to 80% improvements on previous audience
targeting strategies that relied solely on the use of activating 1 st party data.
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4 . 0

Conclusion

Every brand will experience digital disruption at some point in their
lifecycle. Some disruptors, like those seen during the pandemic, will affect
all brands. Some will affect certain categories more than others.
Our Digital Disruptor Framework can be used by brands to help identify
and stay ahead of future disruption by mapping the urgency and impact
of new disruptors and planning an appropriate approach for the future.
In this article, we have shown how the Framework can be adjusted to
deal with category nuance by addressing the differences in importance
of the consumer relationship, purchase journey and creative experience.
Brands that prepare, plan and prioritise for disruption will be less
negatively affected than those that don’t. They are in a better position to
navigate change and have an opportunity to outmanoeuvre their
competition by using disruptors as a springboard for growth.
Marketers should look beyond this year’s marketing plan and explore
what Digital Disruptors are emerging, how they may affect their brand,
and most importantly, look to develop an approach to address them.

About Blink Consulting
Blink Consulting is a digital transformation consultancy from MediaCom
We provide clients with strategic advisory services across their marketing
organisation, with core competencies in Transformation Strategy, Online
Commerce, Marketing & Advertising Technology and Applied Innovation.
Over the past year alone we’ve worked with over 25 MediaCom clients
such as adidas, Mars, The Coca-Cola Company, Dell Technologies and
Sky unlock new value opportunities in their marketing organisations.
Blink Consulting currently operates in 20 MediaCom markets, with Centres
of Excellence based in MediaCom’s London and New York Global Hubs
For more information on Blink Consulting, please contact us at
BlinkGlobal@mediacom.com
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5 . 0

Appendix

Digital Disruptor
Framework
From “Digital Disruptors Part One: What
is a disruptor, and where should brands
focus?” – click here to download

5 . 1
The Blink Consulting Digital Disruptor Framework

Our framework uses the two drivers of digital disruption –
technological advancement and consumer and societal
change – to help brands better identify and plan for future
disruption. The more progressed a ‘disruptor’ is against either
axis, the higher priority that disruptor should be for brands.

Above: The Blink Consulting Digital Disruptor Framework

PRIORITISE: A matter of urgency. This disruptor is likely already
impacting your business or is about to in the very near future.
Competitors are likely already either taking advantage of this
disruptor or have a plan in place to mitigate.
PLAN: Wider society has identified a need for change, but
the ‘technology’ that manifests that change, or the impact
on current technology, isn’t always clear. Scenario plan
around future states.
PREPARE: New technology has emerged that has the
potential to disrupt an industry, it has not yet scaled (price
point, consumer awareness etc.). Prepare future uses cases
for the technology around business needs.
POSTPONE: The technology has yet to scale and is not
addressing a consumer need or the general populous either
doesn’t see a (current) use case (currently). May be popular
with early adopters, but is generally a curio.
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